
RE: vaccine task force

From
:

"Rohtla, Philip (IC)" <"/o=canadacentdepl/ou=exchange administrative group 
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=2250f4c3-0225-465d-880b-0f3990891fb3">

To: "Bildstein, Taylor (IC)" <taylor.bildstein@canada.ca>, "Sepers, Bram (IC)" 
<bram.sepers@canada.ca>, "Guillot, Kathleen (IC)" <kathleen.guillot@canada.ca>

Date: Mon, 08 Jun 2020 14:10:39 +0000

Hi Taylor, 
 
Sector will send the bios for translation, but only just got them back late last week, with one still to 
come.
 
They are doing the handover of the secretariat functions to the NRC.
 
They have not initiated a request to DM’s offices for their biographies – this was not a priority as it was 
unrelated to the member invitation process. If this is needed, and there aren’t established biographies 
on hand for the DMs and CSA, they say they can flag this to the NRC secretariat.
 
Cheers,
Phil
 
 

From: Bildstein, Taylor (IC) <taylor.bildstein@canada.ca> 
Sent: June 8, 2020 9:27 AM
To: Rohtla, Philip (IC) <philip.rohtla@canada.ca>; Sepers, Bram (IC) <bram.sepers@canada.ca>; Guillot, 
Kathleen (IC) <kathleen.guillot@canada.ca>
Subject: RE: vaccine task force
 
Quick couple of questions: 
 
         Why aren’t the ex-officio member biographies included? We would include them on the website, 

wouldn’t we? Are they going to be shared in a follow-up email, along with Sylvia van den Hurk’s 
biography? 

         If biographies are only available in English, is this because ISED’s policy sector expects the NRC to 
translate them into French? Or does our policy sector have plans to do that and share the French 
versions with the NRC later? 

 
Thanks!
 
 

From: Bildstein, Taylor (IC) 
Sent: June 8, 2020 9:21 AM
To: Rohtla, Philip (IC) <philip.rohtla@canada.ca>; Sepers, Bram (IC) <bram.sepers@canada.ca>; Guillot, 
Kathleen (IC) <kathleen.guillot@canada.ca>
Subject: RE: vaccine task force
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Thanks Phil!
 

From: Rohtla, Philip (IC) <philip.rohtla@canada.ca> 
Sent: June 8, 2020 9:09 AM
To: Bildstein, Taylor (IC) <taylor.bildstein@canada.ca>; Sepers, Bram (IC) <bram.sepers@canada.ca>; 
Guillot, Kathleen (IC) <kathleen.guillot@canada.ca>
Subject: RE: vaccine task force
 
Hi there,
 
Here is the material, with the ToR in both languages.  Also attached are the biographies from the Task 
Force members (except for the four ex-officio members). All of these have been confirmed by the 
respective member, except for Sylvia van den Hurk -- she was the last to confirm her participation so 
sector has extended her deadline to get materials back. Sector has included the version provided to her 
for confirmation, but she may have changes.  Biographies are only available in English – sorry.
 
Cheers,
Phil
 

From: Bildstein, Taylor (IC) <taylor.bildstein@canada.ca> 
Sent: June 8, 2020 8:48 AM
To: Sepers, Bram (IC) <bram.sepers@canada.ca>; Rohtla, Philip (IC) <philip.rohtla@canada.ca>; Guillot, 
Kathleen (IC) <kathleen.guillot@canada.ca>
Subject: RE: vaccine task force
 
Thanks Bram, 
Hi everyone, I hope you had a nice weekend. 
Phil, Christine mentioned that she’s looking for the mandate of the taskforce, bios, and any other info 
they will need to get ready on the new web pages as soon as possible. She’s also asking for it in both 
languages. Thank you for asking for policy sector to provide this info ASAP today!
 
 
 

From: Sepers, Bram (IC) <bram.sepers@canada.ca> 
Sent: June 8, 2020 7:55 AM
To: Bildstein, Taylor (IC) <taylor.bildstein@canada.ca>; Rohtla, Philip (IC) <philip.rohtla@canada.ca>; 
Guillot, Kathleen (IC) <kathleen.guillot@canada.ca>
Subject: FW: vaccine task force
 
 
Phil, 
 
Can you follow up with Sector to get the needed information below? 
 
Taylor, happy to join a call if needed. 
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Best, 
 
Bram
(613) 293 4275 
 

From: Eatrides, Vicky (IC) <vicky.eatrides@canada.ca> 
Sent: June 8, 2020 7:50 AM
To: Sepers, Bram (IC) <bram.sepers@canada.ca>
Cc: Guillot, Kathleen (IC) <kathleen.guillot@canada.ca>; Bildstein, Taylor (IC) 
<taylor.bildstein@canada.ca>; Joyce, Eric (IC) <eric.joyce@canada.ca>
Subject: Re: vaccine task force
 
Thanks, Bram. Could Taylor please follow up with Christine and then close the loop with Jen? The ask is 
quite specific and we need to answer the question and sort this out. Thanks so much and please keep 
me posted, Taylor. 
 

On Jun 7, 2020, at 10:29 PM, Sepers, Bram (IC) <bram.sepers@canada.ca> wrote:

 
 
Hi Vicky 
 
Looping in Kathleen who is covering for Frederic tomorrow. 
 
I know he (FB) has spoken to Vanessa about this. It is likely to be a PM event and timing is still under 
consideration. 
 
We have draft products and terms of reference. 
 
Let me know if you want those tomorrow.
 
Best,
 
Bram
(613) 293 4275
 
 

On Jun 7, 2020, at 10:04 PM, Eatrides, Vicky (IC) <vicky.eatrides@canada.ca> wrote:

 
Hi Ladies, Taylor or Bram on my team should be able to get you the info you need. They will 
follow up in the morning. Thanks. 
 
Vicky
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On Jun 7, 2020, at 9:17 PM, Hollington, Jennifer (HC/SC) <jennifer.hollington@canada.ca> 
wrote:

 
Hi Christine,
 
I don’t have this information, but I’ll keep my ear to the ground and share any info with 
you that I get on the matter.
 
Jen
 
Jennifer Hollington
jennifer.hollington@canada.ca | TEL: 613-960-2176 | CEL: 613-816-6073
 

From: Aquino, Christine <Christine.Aquino@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca> 
Sent: 2020-06-07 20:51
To: Hollington, Jennifer (HC/SC) <jennifer.hollington@canada.ca>; Eatrides, Vicky (IC) 
<vicky.eatrides@canada.ca>
Subject: vaccine task force
 
Hi Jennifer and Vicky,
 
I was briefed by Roger Scott-Douglas this weekend about the upcoming announcement of 
the task force – Roger will lead the task force’s secretariat out of the NRC. He mentioned 
that the announcement will likely be made later this coming week. I’m happy to support in 
any way I can. 
 
From ISED, Roger says the leads on the policy side have been Mitch Davies and Sheryl 
Groeneweg, and from PHAC/HC Kim Elmslie and Gina Garros. 
 
Roger mentioned the webpage for the task force will be hosted on the NRC’s website. We 
would like to get this started ASAP so that we are ready for when the announcement goes 
live. Do you have the pertinent information for the site – mandate of the taskforce, bios, 
etc. in English and in French? Roger also mentioned that the page should link to the 
therapeutics advisory board. For the news release and backgrounder, do you need 
anything from the NRC’s end? 
 
If it’s easier to chat by phone tomorrow, please let me know. I can set something up at 
your convenience. 
 
Christine 
 
Christine Aquino
Acting Director General | Directrice générale par intérim 
Communications Branch | Direction des communications 
National Research Council of Canada | Conseil national de recherches du Canada 
613-949-7550 tel| 613-852-3008 cell
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